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CUBA 
IN TRANSITION

The cranes protruded from the 
Spanish Colonial buildings 
like giant bugs’ antennae, and 
the rat-tat-tat of jackhammers 

filled the narrow cobblestone streets in 
Old Havana. An art gallery displayed 
new lithographs featuring the American 
flag while the old pieces with Soviet 
symbolisms were stacked elsewhere. 
The city is definitely getting ready for an 
invasion of Americans visitors. 

 Cuba has an allure for Americans that 
is hard to describe. Many are anxious to 
see a place that has been off-limits since 

1961 when the U.S. broke diplomatic ties 
and closed the embassy. Others want to 
step back in time where vintage Ameri-
can cars dominate the roads and Internet 
access is limited. For me, visiting Cuba 
meant meeting the people and hearing in 
their own words how they felt about their 
neighbors to the north. 

It was also an opportunity to see how 
the country had changed since my first 
trip there in 1991 as a journalist. That trip 
was mostly daily meetings filled with 
rhetoric from Fidel Castro’s government 
and very little exploration on my own. I 

Traveling to Cuba is hot, hot, hot… and it’s not the 
tropical temperatures we’re talking about. For half 
a century, the island has been forbidden fruit for 
U.S. citizens, but that is quickly changing as both 
governments move to restore relations. 
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Palacio Vienna Hotel, built in 1906 near Havana’s 
Plaza Vieja (Old Square), undergoes extensive 
renovations after sitting vacant for several decades.
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saw decrepit buildings with no attempt 
to improve them and ate in government-
run restaurants. What I most remember, 
however, were heartbreaking conversa-
tions on the sly with people who barely 
had enough to eat after the Soviet Union 
pulled out of the country. 

Fast forward 24 years and I returned 
to find a country truly excited about its 
future… and a future that includes U.S. 
visitors. For years, tourists from Europe, 
Canada and Mexico have been able to 
explore Cuba on their own. But it’s the 
Americans that Cubans want most. 

“You are American?,” an elderly man 
asked me as I took a photo of his shiny 
1957 Chevrolet Bel Air on my second 
morning in Havana, the capital city of 2.2 
million people. Before I could add any-
thing other than “yes,” he grasped me in 
a bear hug and genuinely said, “Welcome 
to Cuba. We are so glad you are here.” 

The reception was much the same for 
the 36 members of our group, comprised 
mostly of people from The Villages and 
Ocala. who traveled to Havana in May. 
We may have looked like tourists, but 
we could not be called that — at least 
not officially. We were on a people-to-
people exchange, one of the 12 catego-
ries of authorized travel to Cuba by the 
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of 
Foreign Assets (OFAC). General tour-
ism is not yet one of those categories. 
Currently, visitors must travel with an 
OFAC -licensed agency on charter flights 
and stick to a planned itinerary… in 
other words, no free time at the beach. 
My eight-day itinerary focused on visit-
ing museums, schools, historic sites and 
cultural institutions. 

A HISTORIC LINK TO FLORIDA
It’s easy for my baby-boomer genera-

tion to forget that Cuba, often called “the 
Pearl of the Antilles,” has a colorful and 
important history that began centuries be-
fore Fidel Castro established a revolution-
ary socialist state. The Spaniards founded 
Havana in 1515 to be the “strongbox” for 
the gold they accumulated in the New 
World.  Explorer Hernando DeSoto was 

the first Governor of Cuba in 1536 and 
even left his wife in Havana when he set 
sail for Florida’s west coast.

Spain controlled Cuba for nearly 
three centuries before Havana fell to a 
British invasion in 1762.  A year later, 
however, Britain swapped Havana for 
Florida, and Spanish rule returned until 
1898. After Teddy Roosevelt and his 
Rough Riders defeated the Spanish at 
the Battle of San Juan Hill, Spain ceded 
control of Cuba to the U.S. 

Today, the Spanish Colonial buildings 
in Old Havana survive alongside archi-
tectural influences from Great Britain, 
France and Italy. The people of Havana, 
called Habaneros, take pride in the exqui-
site architecture, which is a reminder that 
the nation once had considerable wealth. 
Unfortunately, that wealth evaporated 
after the 1959 revolution and many build-
ings fell into disrepair. Today, the Pearl of 
the Antilles may lack its luster, but with 
the help of UNESCO many historic gems 
are being restored. 

The Plaza Vieja (Old Square) is a prime 
example of Havana’s transition toward 
becoming a tourism destination. Once in 

complete disrepair, the plaza is in the fi-
nal stages of restoration with restaurants, 
boutiques, a photography museum and 
even a planetarium.  Private enterprise is 

also creeping into the socialist state with 
many family-owned restaurants, known 
as paladars, throughout the country. 
The Cuban cuisine was prominently 
showcased during our journey, which 
included an evening at Havana’s Artechef 
Cooking School where we learned to 
make the perfect Mojito, considered 
Cuba’s welcome drink.

“After you spend a week here, you’ll 
see there are more things to keep us to-
gether than to keep us apart,” said Abel 
Contreras de la Guardia,  our guide 
from Habanatur, the government-owned 
tour agency. 

Indeed our group came away with 
hopes that we would each be able to 
return someday on our own. In the mean-
time, however, the U.S. embargo still 
exists (as of press time) and Cuba is still 
very much in transition. Even Cubans on 
the street admitted there aren’t enough 
hotel rooms for the expected onslaught 
of Americans. Many of the historic sites 
are government-run and access can be 
difficult without an experienced guide. 
Despite the paperwork and challenges of 
getting there, Cuba is definitely a pearl 
worth seeing. 

AN ONLINE 
EXCLUSIVE: 
If you plan to visit Cuba, please 
visit LakeandSumterStyle.com 
to find out what you need to 
know before you go. 

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Singer at the Tropicana 
Cabaret, which opened in 1939; Ernest Hemingway’s 
home in Finca Vigia, just outside Havana; Lázaro Franqui 
Marrero inherited his 1956 Chevrolet from his grandfather; 
Cuba’s outdoor dining cafes are growing; a couple walks 
in an Old Havana residential neighborhood; iconic St. 
Christopher’s Cathedral was completed in 1777; Cubans 
love entertaining visitors, especially in Cathedral Plaza.
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